are polynomials of degree 11 and n + I , respectively, n is an even integer. Thc other one is the system
INTR.ODIICTION

I . I Singular solufzons to systems of conservation Eaws
Lei. tis consider the hvperholir system of conservation laws (1) whcre F ( u , U), G(u, 17) arc smooth functions, linear with respect to v: U = u(x, t ) , II = u ( z , t ) E R; 2 E B. As is well known, even in the ca.5e of smooth (and, certainly, i n the case of discontinuous) initial data ( U ' , U')$ this system may haw discontinuorrs solutions. In this case, it is said L1ia.t a pair ( U ) w) E Lm(W x (0.00); Ela) is a generalized sohfion o f t he Cauchy problem [ I ) with the initial data (uo, U") if ttic integral identities hold for ali compactly supported i,cst fiinctions (~( ' z , t> E D(R x [O, E)), where J dz dcnotes an improper integral SI", dx.
L~[ u ,
Tt is we!l known 111, [IO] , [llj. [14, [13] . [14] , [Z5] that there ate 'bnonclassical" situations when the Riemann problem does not possess a. weak LW-solotion except for some pa,rticula,r initial d a h . In contrast, to the sta,ndard resiilts of exisknce of meak solutions to strictly hypcrboljc systems, here the linear component of the soliition U may contain Dirac measures and must be sought in the space of measures, while the first component 71 has bounded variation. In order to solve the Cauchy problem in this nonclmsical situation, it is neccssa,r; to int;roduce new singuhrities c a h d &shocks, which arc soluhns of the hypctlmlic system (l), such that the linenr component of t,he soliition can have the form u ( 2 , t ) = V ( x , t ) + ejx, t)6(r), r is a connected graph i n tlie upper half-plane { ( z , t ) : z E I R ,~ 2 O}, tf E Lm(W x (0: cm);R), e E C'(r).
Several approaches l,o constructing d-shock type solutions are known. A n apparent difficulty in defining such solutions arises due to the fa,ct that,, to introduce a definition of the &shock type solution, we need to define a sin.gukar superposition of distributions (for example, thc product of the Heuuiside firnction and the delta function). We: also need to define in ~rhich sense a distributional solution satisfies nonlinear systems.
In particuhr, it is well known? that for some ca,ses of system (1) 
t ) = 210 + . U l H ( -x + c t ) , U(X, t) = z'D + t t l f I ( -
where e ( t ) is a smooth function such that, e(O> 0 and S ( [ ) is the Dirac delta function.
For example, in [ll. ]? i n order to construct a S-shock wave type solution of the system
) this system is reduced to a system of Hamilton3a.cohi equations, and then the Lax formula is used. In [ was introduced, whcre g : R" -+ W" is locally bounded Bore1 function ancl U : ( a . 6 ) + B" is a tiiscontiniious function of Douncied variation. In the framcwork ol the approach r20] the Cauchy problenis for nonlinear hyperbolic SJ stems i n non-conserval ive form can be considcrcd [14] , [GI, [lS] . Note that in [15] In [26] , fur the system
with the initial data (3), the S-shock wave type solution is defined as a measure-valued solution.
In [13] for the system (8) [9] new Definition 2.1, of a &shocks type solution for
(1) was introduced. This definition is a natural generalization of the usnal system of integral identities (2).
Main results
In SCC. 2 we introdlice the definikion of a 6-shock wave type soliifion for system (I) 
where @(x), $(z), k = 0, I are given smooth functions, eo is a given constant.
is considered.
In Sec. 4 , the prablcm of propaga-tion of the &shock in system ( 5 ) , solved in [6]- [9] Remark 1.1. The Keyfilz-Kranzer system (8) and system (9) differ from system ( 5 ) and have a specific 4tmnge" property. Although 6-shock wave type solulions of the Cauchy problems (9)) (11) and ( 5 ) 
is a reguhrianlion of the singular ansalz (12), and the correctio7t.s RutsI t , E ) ! R u ( z , t , E ) are the desired functions, which must admil the estimates:
Let 11s note that choosing the corrections is an essentiob part of the "right" construcbion of the weak asymptotic solution [6] -[Si, [23] , [24] (see Remarks 3.1 > 4.1, and Sec. 5 ) .
Wc shd1
where * is a convolution, and a mollifier w ( 7 ) has the following properties: (a) 
has a compact; support or decreases sufficiently rapidly as 1q1 4 03,
We have lim ( ! ( [ ? E ) , d(E)) = ( f , 8) for all 4 E D(KP).
E++O
Tlius, we will seek a weak asymptotic solution in the form where a,ccording to (15) We obtain t h e proof of the first relation (21) using formula (23).
(L-iP)) ( J ( t ) 9 1 ) and rf r = ((2, t )
In view of (25), relations (21) imply (22 
PROPAGATION OF S-SHOCKS I N SYSTEM (9)
' . I Weak nsymptotic solulion
Consider the Ca.ucliy problem (9) , (11). In this case the graph r contains only one arc.
Suppose t,his arc has the form T == {(x?t) : 2 = # ( t ) } , and hence e(z,t)lr = e ( ! , ) . The first step of our approach is to find a. weak asympbntic solution of Lhe Cauchy probiem
The eigenvalues of the chamcteristic matrix of system (9) are We assii me that the "overcompression" condition (19) 
t !~) ) -u ( z ! t ,~) and g(u(.'c, t , E))
, and hence play an essential rolc in the construction of the gcneratized solution to the problem. Withoirt introt! ucing these terms, we can not solve the Cauchy problem wit,h arbitrary initial data. and cannot construct, the "right," singular superpositions (see Remarks 
3.3.).
Here wc choose the cnrreclions in the special form 
+O(t)&QQ(+)
RR"(z)t,&) = @ p ( l ) , k 5 It -1, P ( X , t , E ) = rzPyt)6(-n: + d ( t ) ) + @p(1), 1 q -x + $
h(t),&)Rn(Z)f,E) = bPn(t)S(--2 + $ ( t ) ) + O D J ( l ) ?
(33)
Rn+l(~,t,s) c Q " + ' [ t ) b ( -
where a , b, c are defined by (32).
Using relations (.58) from Lemma 6.1! one can calculate
( u ( : C , t x ) y = U; + ((U0 +U# -U , " ) H ( -X + 4(t)) i U ( . ) t ) E ) ) "
= UO" + ((U0
Taking inLo account relations (33), (M), we obtain
Suhstitiiting the smooth ansatz; (16) and relat,ions (:35), ( 3 6 ) into the left-hand side or system (9>, we obtain, up to o p ( l ) , the following relations -cBn+1Qn"(t)}6'(-z + # ( t ) ) + o w ( l ) , P + +O.
(38)
Here we take into account estimates (14) . sufficient c.onditions for t h e first t,wo equalities (as), i.e., systems (30), (31).
Setting the left-hand side of (37), (38) equal to zero, we obtain the necessary and Consider the Ca.uchy problem 
. T ) . Solving this problem. we obtain v ( x , t ) . V ( x , t ) . +(t),
Then, substituting these functions into (301, (31), wvc oht,ain e ( t ) , u ( z , t ) = V(z, t ) ?-e ( 1 ) 6 ( -r + $ ( t ) ) , and P ( f ) , & ( t ) . It is c1ea.r that mollifiers Rp(7r), Q~( 7 7 ) can be chosen to satisfy relations (28).
&-Shock ~caxve type soli~tion
At the second step, using the weak usyrnptotic solution constructed by Theorem 3.1, we obtain a generalized solution of thc Cauchy problem (9) , (11). = 0,
= 0,
I f ( 2 , t ) = UO(X>t) + u1(z,t)H(-a: + #(t)j, (25)), and functions u.x-(z, t ) , vk(x? t ) , qb(t), e ( t ) w e defined by system (30).
dt = y t ( d ( t ) , t ) + $ ( t ) p~i ( t ) ,
1) (see P F O O~. By Theorem 3.1 we have the following estimates:
Let lis apply t h e left-hand and right-hand sides of these relations to an arbitrary test
) ) . Since for E > 0 the functions u.(z, t ,~) !
% r ( z , 1 ,~) amre smooth, then integmting by parts, we obtain (111, (29) (U", U!, k = 1 , 2 are constants 1 has a uniqtie generalized sohtion (12), whew By Theorem 3.2 and Corolla.ry 3.1 we can obtain a S-shock type solution of the Cauchy problem (8), (11). 
p ( q ) , ~Q [ v ) , P ( t ) , Q ( t ) are determined by relations (28), (31), (32).
In view of estimate (14) 
PROPAGATION OF S-SHOCKS IN SYSTEM ( 5 )
Ltet us consider the Cauchy problem ( 5 ) , (ll) , where @(oj > 0. The eigenvalues of the characteristic inatrix of system ( 5 ) are X,(u) = f'(uj, X,(u) = g(u.}. We sha.11 assume that i.e., thc "overcompression" condition (19) is satisfied. In [GI- [9] the following theorems were proved. 
are defined by system (44) with the initial data definedfrom (11): #(O) = 0 . 
Singular superpositions
It seems natural to introduce thc product of the Heaviside function and dclta function as the weak limit of the product of their regularizations. Then, accordikg to the second relation (EIS), we have , t ) ) , where distributions u ( z , t), ~ ( x , t ) are given by (12) and polynomials f (~)~ g ( u ) are given by (lo) . Using regularizations of distributions (12) U ( Z ,~, E ) , v(z,t._c) given by (16), (27) , (28) and weak asymptotics (35), (Xi), we define singular superpositions by the foltowing definition:
where the correction functions P ( t ) , Q ( t ) are given by (31), and a, b, c by (32)) and t h e limits are tinderstood in the weak sense.
T,et, f ( u ) , J I ( I L ) be smoot,h functions. In i h e same way, using regularizations of In fa.ct, by (57) we define the ~tnique "righi" product of the Heaviside funct8ion and t.he delta function in the context of t,he Cauchy problem ( 5 ) , (11).
Consider system (7) $ere f ( i i . ) = U', g(u) I U) with the piecewise const,ant. initial data (11). In lhis case we can sct R ( t ) = 0 and dofine the utzique %.@" pmrlucl. of the Hcaviside function and the delta. function by the following rehtion Here according t o ( 3 8 ) , the mollifiers are such that and according to (19) , (421, U+ 5 0.
As was already mentioned above, systems (9) and (8) + 4(t) ), but the right-hand side in (54) does not depend on this term.
Thus a "right" singular superposition is determined only in the context of solving the Carichy problem. If we knew the "right" singdar superpositions (54), (55) and (X), (57) in advancc then Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 4.2 could be proved explicitly by substituiing these superpositions into (9), (40) a,nd is), (47), respectively.
SOME W E A K ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS
In order to find a zoeak asymptotic soEzltion of the Cauchy problems (9) , (11) and (51, (U), we need weak asymptotics calculated in the following lemmas, Lemma 6.1. Let 6(s, E ) = $6 (z), iQ (: ) be regularizations (17) 
